Bombarded with lessons
Every day, I am bombarded with my insecurities and fears as my body is trying to release that which I
have absorbed and lessons that need releasing. My journey has taken me to some strange places where
kindness can change the way people see life. With no expectations and attachments, you can change
your thoughts and environment to flow in the source. As obstacles melt away and you get back to who
you are the world will emerge into the way your flowing. Is everyone we meet just a lesson for us to
evolve? Is our consistent need to help the world, really a calling to help ourselves? Is all the ego we see
in the world just fear of our own vibration of becoming? Each day, I share in guidance and healing that I
love seeing the people faces when share in the experience of releasing emotions. To see the vibration of
people afterwards is amazing. I would love to share this with the world, but it is funny how people seem
to find me when they are at the last chance saloon. It may be this is so and through years of experience
and understanding of energy, I understand that experience is needed in personal growth. They may not
truly understand it until it happens. We spend so long fighting the flow of life, to fit into our perception
that we miss the true lessons. Always searching, attracting lessons in the hope, we can once more find
Peace, which is how we started. We lose sight of being. I know that I am a communicator, who can use
simple terms to help people understand, but deep down, I love to write. Maybe not the way others write,
not like an author because to control the word is to stop the flow. Through audio, it just flows and
sometimes. I don't even remember the words. I have tried to get it into the written word but each time,
people just can't do it. I would love books with no ego, no going around the houses to give the source's
message. In every book is probably a page of wonderment and pure vibration rolling off the page but
like life, we have to go through the journey to find it. When connected the essence is portrayed through
simple but profound thoughts and ideas that guide us on our journey of experience, to truly be
enlightened by understanding we are the path. Everyone we meet is us trying to share in unconditional
love. Also, Loving the joy from being peace. I think peace is for the older generation. It may be why
those younger just don't understand it as they dash about looking forward to becoming something. I tried
to fit in a few years a lifetime of experience that created a lot of mad moments. Where looks, money and
power were all on offer, a world of delights that trying to fit in was the trend. I couldn't be that age again
because nearly killed myself the first time around. Everything is about vibration. Lessons are just for
experience to see the big picture to your journey of being the path. Every single thought will vibrate a
lesson that can be experienced any time to release to you or to others.

